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The Centre continued its involvement with the journal, *Ethnicities* and with the Palgrave *Politics of Identity and Citizenship Book Series*, the additions in this period can be seen at:

http://etn.sagepub.com/


Publications by Members of Staff

Marta Bolognani

- The Emergence of Lifestyle Reasoning in return Considerations among British Pakistanis, *International Migration*  
  Article first published online: 26 February 2014  
  DOI: 10.1111/imig.12153

Natasha Carver


Stephen Jones


Saffron Karlsen

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/0031322X.2014.951160


• Karlsen S, Nazroo JY (2013) Influences on forms of European national identity and feeling ‘at home’ in Europe among different Muslim groups since September 2001 Ethnicities 13(6):689-708 http://etn.sagepub.com/content/13/6/689.full.pdf+html

Nabil Khattab


Aleksandra Lewicki


Tariq Modood


Therese O'Toole


• O’Toole, Therese (2014) ‘Political engagement among ethnic minority young people: exploring new grammars of action’, Beyond the Youth Citizenship Commission: Young People and Politics, eds. Andrew Mycock and Jonathon Tonge (PSA)


Blogs/Online Articles

• Therese O’Toole (2014) ‘Young ethnic minority people are citizens to be engaged in politics, not a problem group’. Democratic Audit UK, 4th July 2014: http://www.democraticaudit.com/?=6164


• Meer, N., O’Toole, T., Jones, S. H., DeHanas, DN. & Modood, T., Rolling on or rolling backwards? 29 Oct 2013, Public Spirit.

• Jones, S. H., O’Toole, T., DeHanas, DN., Modood, T. & Meer, N., A ‘system of self-appointed leaders’?, 20 Aug 2013 Public Spirit.


• Modood, T. (2014)‘We Don’t Do God’? Secularism and the Accommodation of Muslims in Western Europe. Georgetown Journal of International Affairs, online edition, Faith and Freedom section, 29 May: http://journal.georgetown.edu/we-
Publications by Honorary Fellows

Parveen Akhtar (University of Bradford):

- Akhtar, P., (2014) ‘We were Muslims but we didn't know Islam’: Migration, Pakistani Muslim women and changing religious practices in the UK, Women’s Studies International Forum, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.wsif.2014.06.010
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